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Pierre Dugac has made major contributions to our understand- 
ing of 19th-century analysis. His studies of the works of 
Weierstrass and Dedekind [1971; 1976a, bl are notable both for 
the important unpublished writings which they present and for 
the meticulous reconstructions of proofs which Dugac provides. 
This new volume, apparently based on a course of lectures which 
Dugac gave at Louvain in the Spring of 1980, adopts a broader 
perspective. It discusses the development of the foundations of 
analysis from d'Alembert to Cantor, paying particular attention 
to the elaboration of concepts of convergence and of the theory 
of the real numbers. 
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Dugac's method is to give a concise survey of the main lines 
of development, focusing in detail on those individuals and is- 
sues which interest him most. Not surprisingly, the richest and 
most rewarding parts of the book are those in which he discusses 
the contributions of Weierstrass and Dedekind. Here Dugac draws 
on his own deep knowledge of the insights of these men to provide 
more condensed versions of accounts he has given elsewhere. Other 
writers who receive significant attention are Bolzano, Cauchy, 
Abel, Fourier, Dirichlet, Riemann, and Cantor. In addition, Dugac 
discusses proofs or concepts introduced by d'hlembert, L'Huilier, 
Lagrange, Gauss, Seidel, Stokes, &ray, and Heine. 
Each of the individual discussions is admirably clear and 
straightforward. Dugac quotes extensively from the writer whose 
contribution he is describing and then goes on to relate the 
ideas or the reasoning contained in the passage to contemporary 
mathematical concepts or proofs. Typically, Dugac explains how 
some phrase marks a step toward the modern definition, or how a 
proof either anticipates currently accepted reasoning or contains 
a mistake which we have learned how to avoid. 
Despite my admiration for the precision and sophistication 
which Dugac brings to his treatment of the passages on which he 
focuses, I have some reservations about this study. Viewed as 
an attempt to provide a systematic account of the development of 
the foundations of analysis in the 19th century, it seems to suf- 
fer from three main deficiencies. First, there are some writers 
to whom Dugac gives too little attention. Nobody could quarrel 
with his inclusion of extensive studies of Cauchy, Weierstrass, 
and Dedekind. However, both Cantor and Riemann are given short 
shrift. Indeed, the last pages of the book are remarkable for 
their whirlwind review of the development of Cantorian set theory. 
(The English-speaking reader who is interested in Cantor will do 
far better to read [Dauben 19791 and skip Dugac's final chapter.) 
The late 18th century and early 19th century also receive a some- 
what lopsided treatment. Dugac spends considerably more time 
on d'Alembert than on Lagrange. L'Huilier and Lacroix both rate 
brief mentions but there is no discussion of Carnot. 
Second, in his treatment of individual mathematicians, Dugac 
often gives an unbalanced account. For example, in considering 
L'Huilier's prize essay of 1787, he pays considerable attention 
to a result about geometric progressions, but only mentions 
L'Huilier's definition of the derivative. Since the main aim 
of L'Huilier's essay seems to be that of justifying standard 
rules for differentiation, Dugac's emphasis is idiosyncratic. 
The naive reader might well wonder why L'Huilier received any 
kind of prize! The discussion of Cauchy is also selective. 
Dugac pays considerable attention to Cauchy's treatment of the 
integral and his investigation of particular convergence tests. 
However, he spends comparatively little time on the theory of 
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the derivative, the Cauchy condition for convergence, or on the 
fundamental results of real analysis which emerge in the early 
pages of the Cours d'Analyse, but which Cauchy is unable to es- 
tablish by purely algebraic methods. Similarly, in his presen- 
tation of the ideas of Bolzano, Dugac gives an accurate--but 
disconnected--account. There is a brief analysis of the 1817 
memoir on the intermediate value theorem (without any serious 
attempt to reconstruct the difficult step); a survey of Bolzano's 
views about real numbers (which substitutes for an analysis of 
the philosophical basis of Bolzano's ideas some speculations about 
the connection between Bolzano and Ohm and an atypically misin- 
formed suggestion about the relationship between Bolzano and 
Kant); and, finally, a cursory glance at the Paradoxes of the 
Infinite (which fails to make clear the numerous ways in which 
Bolzano advanced previous discussions). In these three cases, 
as well as in others, Dugac's accounts are analogous to those 
provided by a zoologist who conceived his task as that of care- 
fully describing certain organs of his favorite animals--the 
organs chosen are not always the most important ones, and we 
never obtain a picture of the whole animal. 
My principal difficulty with this book, however, is different 
from the two already mentioned. As a narrative account of the 
development of analysis in the 19th century, it seems to me to 
leave the most interesting questions unanswered. Dugac's concep- 
tion of the history of mathematics is to look back from the pres- 
ent and to recognize a cumulative development toward contemporary 
ideas. The historian's task, then, is to analyze a text from the 
perspective of current mathematics, awarding praise to those who 
anticipated us and gently pointing out where they failed to see 
the light. Historians of science generally have rejected this 
conception of history for at least a decade. They have arrived 
at what is--to my mind--a much richer view of their enterprise. 
Instead of dismissing those parts of past science which do not 
fit with present conceptions, they have tried to see how ideas 
that we regard as faulty, as well as those we identify as pro- 
phetic, have their own rationale within the rich and intriguing 
schemes which have preceded ours. In so doing, they are able to 
identify the sources of our present ideas and so genuinely to 
illuminate their historical development. 
The historian of analysis can emulate this attitude. The 
development of the foundations of analysis abounds in interesting 
questions. Why did mathematicians of the early 19th century ac- 
cept definitions of convergence and derivative that had been ex- 
plicitly considered much earlier? why were Cauchy and Abel 
shocked at results in the theory of series which had struck their 
predecessors as harmless anomalies? Why did Cauchy, writing in 
1821, think it legitimate to appeal to geometric evidence in anal- 
ysis, while Bolzano, in 1817, and Dedekind, in 1858, did not? 
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Why was Weierstrass so sensitive to issues of rigor in the theory 
of real numbers and so unconcerned about the natural numbers? 
In Dugac's history such questions do not arise. The attitudes 
of today are regarded as present, albeit dimly, in the minds of 
the mathematicians of the past. The duty of the historian is 
to record the particular ways in which those attitudes became 
explicit. Because the historical context is not taken seriously-- 
because Dugac never wonders whether the mathematicians he discus- 
ses might have had different views about (for example) proof, 
rigor, the organization of mathematics, the nature of mathematical 
concepts, and mathematical evidence from those which are current 
today--his account becomes, in effect, ahistorical. 
Let me conclude this review on a more positive note. Despite 
my dissatisfaction with the style of history of mathematics prac- 
ticed in this book, I want to emphasize that Dugac practices that 
style extremely well. The mathematician who wants the historian 
to show him/her how some writings of several great mathematicians 
of the past can be reconstructed in contemporary terms will learn 
much from this book. Moreover, no history of mathematics can 
proceed without the type of detailed analysis which Dugac's clear 
and elegant reconstructions provide. My complaint is simply that 
the history of mathematics can do--and should do--more. 
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